Abstract-In this paper, we propose a hybrid scheme to implement an object driven, block based algorithm to achieve low bit-rate compression of stereo image pairs. The algorithm effectively combines the simplicity and adaptability of the existing block based stereo image compression techniques [1]-[5] with an edge/contour based object extraction technique to determine appropriate compression strategy for various areas of the right image. Unlike the existing object-based coding such as MPEG-4 developed in video compression community, the proposed scheme does not require any additional shape coding. Instead, the arbitrary shape is reconstructed by the matching object inside the left frame, which has been encoded by standard JPEG algorithm and hence made available at the decoding end for those shapes in right frames. Yet the shape reconstruction for right objects incurs no distortion due to the unique correlation between left and right frames inside stereo image pairs and the nature of the proposed hybrid scheme. Extensive experiments carried out support that significant improvements of up to 20% in compression ratios are achieved by the proposed algorithm in comparison with the existing block-based technique, while the reconstructed image quality is maintained at a competitive level in terms of both PSNR values and visual inspections.
However, due to the fact that the left and right frames are produced by observing the same scene from two slightly different positions, they contain significant redundant information in the form of inter-frame redundancy. Since this is in addition to the intra-frame redundancy present in the two constituent images, significant data compression can be achieved by exploiting both types of redundancies.
If we superimpose one of the stereo image pair frames on top of the other, we would observe that the matching points on the images do not coincide, but are apparently displaced from one another. This is called disparity or binocular parallax. The disparity of a point in the real world depends on the distance of it from the camera image plane. Fundamentally, there are two different ways to estimate the disparity field of a stereo image pair: the intensity based method and the object/feature based method. The first looks for correspondence between luminance values [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , and the second determines a set of objects/features in both images and seeks correspondence between the two sets [6] , [10] , [15] .
The simplest intensity based method is block matching, in which the image frames are divided into blocks of an appropriate size and are matched under a certain matching criterion for maximum correspondence. As a result, a family of blockbased stereo image compression algorithms have been proposed and developed. These algorithms have the advantage of being simple and easily adaptable to those standard image compression techniques, such as JPEGs and MPEGs [16] , [17] . However, they suffer from inefficient exploitation of the inter-frame redundancy that is unique to stereo images, due to the fact that fixed blocks are unable to reflect the true disparity between those free-form components inside the two frames. Therefore, it is unlikely to achieve any further improvement along the direction of block-based compression techniques in comparison with the existing state-of-the-art developments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , [28] . To this end, recent research work focused on other relevant issues surrounding the block-based technique other than disparity compensation itself. Typical examples include post-compensation residual coding [31] , overlapped block disparity compensation with adaptive search windows [32] and optimal bit allocation via quantization and dynamic programming [33] . On the other hand, object-based compression approach such as those techniques proposed by MPEG-4 in the video compression community require additional bits to encode the free-form shape (alpha planes), which may not work well for stereo images.
In this paper we propose a hybrid approach between block and object based techniques for the compression of stereo image pairs. The basic idea behind the development of this algorithm is the efficient exploitation of redundancy in smoothly textured areas that are present in both frames, but are relatively displaced from each other due to binocular parallax. Hence, advantages from both block-based and object-based techniques are exploited and refined to achieve an improved compression of stereo images. To facilitate the comparison with those existing compression techniques, all stereo image samples are obtained by using parallel axis camera geometry, in which only horizontal disparity is considered [1] , [6] , [28] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes an overview of the proposed algorithm. Section III discusses contour analysis of a stereo image pair, which is used to extract objects between the left and right frames. In this section, special emphasis is given to contour extraction, matching, blocking and filling operations. Section IV presents a hybridcoding scheme to compress various types of objects and areas identified by the contour analysis. Section V reports experimental results and their analysis. Finally, conclusions and possible further research directions are summarized in Section VI.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The block diagram of the proposed stereo image encoder is shown in Fig. 1 . The left frame, which is selected as the reference frame, is independently compressed using a DCT-based JPEG encoder [16] . To fully exploit the advantage of the proposed hybrid scheme, we only encode the disparity between the boundary of those arbitrary shaped objects. For the disparity of their internal areas, we rely on the reconstructed left image to extract the disparity without consuming any bits [3] . Therefore, to guarantee the correct decoding, the left frame compressed by standard JPEG is reconstructed at the encoding end to ensure that both encoder and decoder see the same reference image during the entire process of matching and encoding.
To extract and match objects between the two frames, the first step is to apply a contour extraction process to both frames (details given in Section III-A) [19] , [23] . The contours are then matched to find those objects and areas, which are similar in terms of their shapes (see Section III-B). The next step is to enclose the matching object pairs by object bounding rectangles (OBRs) (see Section III-C), in a similar spirit of MPEG-4. The OBR acts as the basic coding unit in the subsequent coding steps. A parity based contour filling algorithm [20] , [21] is further used to identify the interior and exterior pixels of the object. At the end of this step, the shapes of the left and right objects are also identified as binary object planes. These planes are not encoded but used as an aid in the coding process.
The identified objects are further categorized into three groups: 1) objects that are enclosed by closed contours; 2) objects enclosed by contours that terminate at the image frame boundaries; 3) unidentified areas that are treated as the background.
The first two groups of objects are treated in a similar way but with slight differences in the way that bounding rectangles are found and aligned. After the above matching objects have been identified, the reference frame background becomes the area that remains unidentified within the left frame. However, the right frame background is the area that remains noncoded after all the matched objects have been decoded at the encoder end. In order to prevent the transmission of shape information of the right frame objects and improve the compression efficiency, we propose a special shape coding strategy (see Section IV-B) in which the shapes of the right frame objects are determined by their matching left frame objects. Under this coding strategy, objects are coded by subdividing the OBRs into three categories of nonoverlapping blocks, i.e., boundary blocks, internal blocks and external blocks. Different coding strategies are finally used for the coding of these blocks (see Section IV).
III. CONTOUR ANALYSIS OF STEREO IMAGES
This section describes detailed contour analysis for object extraction in stereo image pairs. It results in the development of a framework that enables matching objects to be identified in such image pairs. These objects are later used to exploit the redundancy present in stereo image pairs and to prepare a content-based platform, in which blocks can be compressed in connection with these objects individually.
To describe the content of image scenes, we firstly extract a series of objects through contour detection, and thus the region bounded by the detected contour can be regarded as one object. We then introduce a range of operations to correlate those contour bounded objects between left and right frames and prepare them for further processing. These operations include contour extraction, contour matching, contour blocking, block classification, and contour filling.
A. Contour Extraction
Contour extraction is performed by a two-step process [19] . Firstly, the image is convolved with a Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG) operator [22] , which is defined by (1) where and is the standard deviation. To facilitate its application, (1) can be discretized in various ways [22] . Typical examples of discrete LOG-mask are referred to [22] .
After the image being convoluted with a suitable LoG mask, the edges are detected at those zero-crossing points, examples of which can be represented by certain patterns such as " " and "
" along both vertical and horizontal directions. In the second step, the slopes of the LoG of the image along both and directions, denoted by and , are used to compute the edge strength at each zero-crossing point. An edge strength at a point ( , ) is defined as follows:
if is a zero crossing poing, otherwise.
(2) The contour points are chosen by using two pre-set thresholds, and , and . Given a set of zero-crossing points and (integer), a contour can be detected if the following condition is satisfied: and Generally, is set sufficiently low to preserve the whole contour around the region boundary and is chosen large enough to avoid spurious edges. Contour search is initiated whenever one point with a value greater than is scanned. The search is terminated when no neighboring pixels are found to satisfy the above condition. All edge strength values along the detected contour are then set to zero so that these points will not be visited again. The same search operation continues until the whole edge strength array has been scanned.
The result of this stage would be the identification of a number of object contours from the image frames. Fig. 2 shows an example of the identified objects in the image pair "cans." Note that those short contours that cannot be used reliably in the matching process have been discarded. The parameters , and are chosen on individual image pair basis. Due to the fact that has significant impact upon the shape of detected edges in LoG filter, we carried out some initial experiments to form an empirical basis for the selection of . The following observations can be made from the experiments:
1) lower values detect more edges or contours; 2) anything larger than 2.5 fails to detect contours sufficient enough for the hybrid scheme encoding, and anything smaller than 0.5 incurs too many insignificant contours, which do not have significant internal areas for block-based encoding. Under this context, a candidate set of is used to find the most appropriate value of that produces the best possible edge detection for each stereo image pair. This is meant that objects extracted reflect the true content of the image and they all contain internal areas large enough to be divided into blocks of 8 8 pixels. To achieve such a contour detection, we start from the largest value to search the candidate set and see if there is any new contour detected to contain at lease one block. The search stops when no more contour can be detected, which is large enough to be blocked. The last value used is then selected as the final to carry out the rest of operations. The hysteresis thresholds are initially set at 30% ( ) and 70% ( ) between the maximum edge strength and minimum edge strength in the image. They are later adjusted so that the contour extraction process would result in a certain number of significantly sized (more than 128 pixels in length) contours for both frames of the stereo image pair.
B. Contour Matching
After the above contour extraction process, the resulting contours can be categorized into two types: 1) those that are closed-in as illustrated in Fig. 3 (a); and 2) those that are open and terminate at the image boundaries as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Anything fails to fall into the two conditions will be regarded as either part of the above categorized contours or the background, depending on its specific position. These two types of contour are treated separately in the following sections. For the convenience of description and analysis, we define a coordinate system with the origin at the bottom left corner of each image, with -axis in the horizontal direction and in the vertical direction. 
1) Closed Contour Matching:
For every closed-in contour, three shape attributes are computed:
1) number of pixels representing the perimeter of the contour, ; 2) coordinate of the centroid ; 3) first invariant moment, (invariant to translation, rotation and isotropic scale changes). If and represent the and coordinates of those points along the contour, can be defined as follows: (3) where and (4) To carry out the closed contour matching, every closed-in contour of the right frame is compared with that of the left frame. A contour from the left frame is accepted as a matching candidate for the right frame contour, if the differences between each of their shape attributes fall below some pre-set thresholds (e.g., 20% for , and 10% for and ). Whenever the closed-in contours in right frames have multiple candidate matches, the one with minimum differences among all three attributes will be selected as the best match. If more complexity can be allowed, a correlation measurement based matching technique can be introduced to disregard the effect of contours by their rotation, orientation and achieve more reliable and better match. This optional technique is described as follows.
First, the contours are converted into their chain codes [27] . A chain code is a more succinct way of representing a contour than a simple collection of coordinate points along the contour. It describes a contour as a series of one-pixel vector transitions at different orientations (eight different move directions for eight-connected contours), with only the starting point being defined explicitly. In our design, we chose the leftmost pixel out of those topmost pixels in a given contour as the starting point. However, the final result would be independent of this starting point. To prevent the so called wrap around problem in standard chain code representations, we first convert a given standard chain code with length into a modified code by a shifting operation defined recursively by is an integer such that and is minimized, . Let and be the chain code representations of two contours and (modified as above), which corresponds to the left and right frames, respectively, and let and be their lengths. We can define as follows a measure of correlation [19] between two -point segments, one starting at index of contour and the other starting at index of contour (see Fig. 4 ) (5) where , and defined similarly. In order to identify the location of the best fit between the two contours, an -point segment of , starting at index (e.g., ), is slid over contour . The similarity function, , where specifies the search range, is then used to locate the best fit. Contour in the right image and contour in the left image are selected as a matched pair, if the following two conditions are satisfied. 1) , where represents all the contours with similar shapes to contour . 2) , where is a pre-set threshold that eliminates matches with poor correlation. The best match is selected as the pair with the highest . Analysis of (5) reveals that the correlation measurement, , is unity (for all and appropriately selected ) if the two contours are identical in shape. In practice, it is difficult to find a one-to-one correspondence between those points with the same index even in a matched contour pair. This is because there exist a number of factors, which may have negative effect upon the matching process. These factors include the effect of noise, the strategy of selecting the starting point of the contours, the effects of occlusion, the possible inaccurate camera operations, and the possibility that the matching contours may be of different lengths etc. To this end, the geometrical nature of the function and the search procedure for the orientation of the two contours described above will be a powerful technique to overcome those negative effects.
2) Open Contour Matching:
To match those open contours, the salient segments along the contours are used as the matching primitives [19] . Salient segments such as corners can be detected from the chain code representation. Specifically, for a contour of length with chain code , we define a measure of curvature at the th point as (6) The th point along the contour is chosen as a salient point if both of the following conditions are satisfied:
for all ; where is a constant that determines the minimum distance between the salient points, and is a threshold specifying the minimum acceptable curvature. The contour segments surrounding the salient points are then used as 1-D templates in finding the corresponding matches in the other image.
C. Contour Blocking and Classification
To encode those right objects matched by corresponding objects inside the left frame, their contour-bounded regions with arbitrary shapes need to be divided into blocks of 8 8 pixels. To achieve the best efficiency, i.e., the bounded rectangle contains the minimum number of 8 8 blocks, we follow a two-step process similar to that of MPEG-4. This is implemented by enclosing the object within its tightest fitting rectangle in the first step, then extending the rectangle along all four directions to an appropriate length, which is multiple of eight (see Fig. 5 ). Such a constructed rectangle is referred to as object bounding rectangle (OBR). To facilitate the matching process, the size of the OBR for the right contoured object is further adjusted as such that it is identical in size to that of the OBR for the left object.
Specifically, let , where , represents a -point contour. Thus, the top, bottom, left and right sides of the tightest fitting rectangle of this contour could be represented by , , and , respectively. The four sides of this rectangle are then extended to , , and such that
where (for right OBR), (for left OBR), and "mod" represents the mathematical operation modulus. Note that , represent the centroids of those left and right objects, respectively.
After the operations specified by (7)- (10), the number of 8 8 blocks constructed by dividing the OBR in the right frame will be kept minimum. Consequently, the resulting blocks can be classified into three types: a) blocks that lie fully inside the contour, b) blocks fully outside the contour and c) blocks on the boundary of the contour. One such an example is shown in Fig. 6 .
In order to encode those blocks according to their positions in connection with the contoured object, we propose the following operations to differentiate the blocks into the corresponding types. Let and , respectively, be the coordinates of top-left, top-right, bottom-left and bottom-right vertices of a block , and , , , represent the positions of four bounding edges of the block corresponding to the top, the bottom, the right and the left. If is used to represent a point on a given contour , the block tested will be classified as a boundary block when one of the following four conditions is satisfied. This is due to the fact that any boundary block contains at least one point of for where "&" represents the logical operation AND.
Once the boundary blocks are identified, the rest fall into the two remaining categories: those that are completely inside the contour and those that are completely outside. Their identification can also be implemented via testing the four vertices to see whether they are inside or outside the contour. As a result, if all four vertices and are inside the contour, we deduce that the block defined by them lies completely inside the contour. Otherwise, they would be taken as being completely outside the contour.
Finally, before all those classified blocks are encoded, it is necessary to ensure that only those pixels inside the regions bounded by each contour are encoded. This is achieved by following a pixel based, parity check contour filling algorithm [20] , [21] . The idea is to scan pixels within an object-bounding rectangle in a raster scanning order. While moving from the leftmost pixel in each scan line toward the rightmost, the number of times that a boundary pixel was met in the scan is counted. If the count is odd, the pixel is taken as "belonging to the interior of the contour that represents the object." Otherwise, it is categorized as exterior. Details of such operations are available in reference [20] , [21] .
The above algorithm is proved to work well for all those contours that enclose full regions, i.e., the contour has no multiple points (no boundary doubles upon itself). However, there may be cases when the extracted contour does not enclose a full region. In such situations, we either disregard the nonfull regions if they are insignificant or break the enclosed region into its constituent full regions and define each of them as a separate contour.
IV. FREE-FORM OBJECT ENCODING
The stereo image pair is encoded on an object basis by identifying three types of objects within the images. These include: a) objects that are bounded within closed contours, b) objects that have open contours and both ends of the open contour terminate at image boundaries, and c) the rest which fall into the background. Although there exist differences among the three types and their encoding requires individual co-ordination, the major proposed encoding techniques can be described as 1) padding of left object bounding rectangles (OBR); 2) disparity-based prediction for both arbitrary shaped boundary blocks and internal blocks; and 3) background encoding. 
A. Padding of Left OBR
To encode the arbitrary shaped objects inside the right frame, the OBRs of the matching left frame objects need to be padded to ensure that all pixels inside the right object are covered and a full range of squared errors can be calculated to produce the right distance measurement and achieve the best match. Specifically, each arbitrary shaped boundary block of the left OBR is padded using an extrapolated average (EA) padding technique [30] . Firstly, the arithmetic mean value of all the block pixels situated within the object region is calculated as (11) where , is the number of pixels situated within the object region (see Fig. 7 ), and is rounded to the nearest integer. The next step is to assign to each pixel situated outside the object region , i.e., for all (12) After all the boundary blocks are padded according to the EA padding technique, the exterior blocks immediately next to the boundary blocks are filled by replicating the samples at the border of boundary blocks. As each of these exterior blocks may have four connected boundary blocks, the padding value is chosen based on a prioritized manner. The priority order is selected as 1) boundary block to the left of exterior block (highest priority); 2) block at the top; 3) block to the right; 4) block at the bottom (lowest priority). The remaining exterior blocks are filled with an intensity value of 128. At the end of this extended padding procedure, all the pixels within the left OBR are filled and it is ready to be used as the reference.
B. Disparity-Based Prediction for Both Arbitrary Shaped Boundary Blocks and Internal Blocks
To predict the blocks inside the right frame by those inside the left frame, the right OBR blocks also need to be classified into boundary, interior and exterior blocks according to the classification of the matching left (reference) OBR. As the two OBRs are of identical size, the classification of a given right OBR block is simply taken the same as that of its corresponding block in the left OBR. This is due to the fact that, at the decoder end, only the reference object is available for the classification of those blocks inside the right OBR. As a result, the coding of right OBR blocks classified as "boundary" and "interior" can be conducted as follows.
For boundary blocks, the best match is found by searching those blocks within a horizontally spread window, , which is centered at the location of its corresponding block inside the padded left OBR. The search is carried out on both sides of the corresponding location, since the search is done on an already displaced left OBR. For the same reason, the search range can also be limited to such low values. when the search is close to the boundaries of left OBR, the window size is appropriately clipped in order to prevent the search from being carried over its boundary limit.
To ensure the best possible match between the left and right objects, it is desirable to involve only those pixels inside the contoured right object when a distance measurement is calculated. To this end, we implement the prediction process through a so-called alpha plane to decide which pixel should get involved in the process for every right object. Let and represent the regions within the left (unpadded) and right objects, respectively. We define two binary object planes and as if otherwise if otherwise.
Let represent a right block to be encoded, and be a block from the padded left OBR. A search inside the window, , would incur a squared error (SE) between the two blocks being calculated as follows: (14) where and corresponds to luminance values inside the block with coordinates . As explained earlier, is used to ensure that only the pixels within the right objects contribute to the calculation of the squared error. Hence, the best match, , can be found by (15) Since the right OBR is not padded, each boundary block taken from the right OBR actually contains all the pixels whether they are inside the right object or not. Therefore, if we represent this block by , the error block between the left and the right can then be produced as follows: (16) From this equation, it can be noted that instead of is used to determine the shape of those right objects. Consequently, the shape of the right object encoded in this way would be the same as that of its matching left object. In this way, the arbitrary shape of those right OBRs will not be encoded, and their reconstruction is entirely dependent upon the shape of those left OBRs. However, this does not mean that we would have the shape of all right objects being distorted. As a matter of fact, the differences between the two will be correctly reconstructed and encoded by other neighboring objects or the background, according to our proposed scheme.
The disparity values and the prediction errors for each arbitrary shaped boundary block is transmitted on an object by object basis, thus enabling the error blocks and disparity values to be properly identified and used to reconstruct the right objects at the decoding end.
Considering the feature of such object-based encoding of arbitrary shaped boundary blocks and the fact that internal areas are often of smooth texture, two different techniques are applied to encode the internal areas. They are: 1) pioneering block based technique to search for the best match between the left and the right [3] , [4] and 2) whenever the internal texture is detected to be smooth enough, no error block is encoded.
The pioneering block based matching technique involves two blocks, one at the top and one at the left of the block to be encoded. Since the two blocks have already been encoded and reserve a strong correlation, no disparity needs to be encoded when they form a pioneering block, which is then used to search the left frame for its best match. The corresponding block of the best match is selected to produce the error block and complete the rest of encoding process. The internal texture is detected by comparing the MSE value with a selected threshold ( ). If the MSE falls below the threshold, a decision would be taken not to encode the internal error block. Otherwise, a further object extraction process may be performed with new thresholds to identify more objects within the current object. The process is continued until the MSE for all identified objects fall below the threshold or the maximum number of iterations is achieved. This principle applies to the internal areas of all three groups of the objects.
If the block to be encoded is used directly to produce the best match for those internal areas, disparity has to be encoded and its implication is that the object extraction and matching can be conducted between the original left and right frames, and hence the left frame would not need to be reconstructed at the encoding end in Fig. 1 . From the experiments we carried out in [3] , [4] for block-based stereo image compression, we feel pioneering block based technique should also provide superior performance for those internal areas.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To test the proposed algorithm, extensive experiments were carried out by a software implementation of all the operations described in earlier sections in MATLAB [24] . While it is difficult to find a similar algorithm from all existing techniques developed for compressing stereo images to benchmark the proposed scheme, the assessment is carried out via the following measures.
1) Among all existing block-based stereo image compression algorithms, the DCTDP scheme (disparity compensated transform domain predictive coding) proposed in [1] is the most representative algorithm and widely quoted within the stereo image compression community including recent publications [28] , [29] . To this end, we implemented this algorithm as the major benchmark to assess the proposed algorithm. We understand that recent development in this area of research has made significant progress. These include improvement on distance measurements [5] , [6] , overlapped block-matching [32] , residual encoding [31] and projection approach [28] etc. However, all the developments are techniques in addition to what we propose here. Therefore, the benchmark we selected from reference [1] is not disadvantaged, simply because, while the benchmark can be improved by those recent developments along those block-based compression techniques, the algorithm we proposed here will also benefit. In other words, the block-based part in the proposed algorithm is exactly the same as that of DCTDP. To ensure a fair comparison, DCTDP remains the closest technique for the proposed one. On the other hand, object-based techniques are mainly researched in video compression community [10] , [18] , which may require substantial time and efforts to be modified into an appropriate version for being used as a possible benchmark. 2) In cases that more comprehensive comparisons with any other variant block-based compression technique or object-based techniques are desired, we constructed the test data set for our experiments from a group of seven stereo image pairs, which are all downloadable from the Internet [25], [26] . Therefore, it should be relatively straightforward to have the proposed scheme re-assessed and compared by any other scheme whenever it becomes available. After the benchmark algorithm is established, experiments are carried out to compress all stereo image samples and thus all the results for compression of those right frames can be reported and illustrated in Table I .
Since the right frame is compressed in addition to the compression of left frames by conventional JPEG, we use a so-called extra compression ratio to measure the performance for all the algorithms tested. The extra compression ratio (E.C.R.) is defined as (17) where and stands for the total number of bits produced in compressing right frames by JPEG and by the proposed algorithm, respectively. Thus, E.C.R. represents the additional data compression for the right frames on top of that achieved by JPEG. For the left frames, the compression performance is entirely dependent on JPEG, which is used as a baseline technique in our experiments. As a matter of fact, any other compression technique can be used instead as the baseline without losing generality.
To enable a full picture of the test results and indicate the impact of the standard JPEG upon the performance of encoding those right frames, Table II illustrates the experiments for compressing all those left frames inside the test data set, and Table III  presents the standard quantization table used in our experiments. TABLE III  JPEG QUANTIZATION TABLE The entire output bit stream, which is necessary to reconstruct the right frame, comprises overhead bits in the form of disparity values of boundary blocks, object disparity values, location information for the centroid of those right frame objects and the threshold values. The results shown in Table I for the proposed algorithm are produced by limiting further thresholding of the matched objects to one additional step. In other words, if the sub-object formed by one more step of thresholding does not satisfy the matching criteria, the pioneering block based prediction scheme [3] , [4] is used to encode the errors. A search window size of [16 (horizontal) , 0 (vertical)] has been used for both algorithms. The PSNR values quoted are calculated with respect to the original images.
The experimental results in Table I clearly show a significant improvement in terms of the compression ratios for the proposed algorithm against the benchmark. For all the test images, the proposed algorithm outperforms the benchmark in terms of E.C.R. values constantly. From the algorithm design presented in Sections II-IV, it can be seen that two major factors contribute to these improvements. The first one is the fact that the predictive errors for the internal areas of those identified objects are not encoded if the matching texture is detected to be smooth and within our quality threshold. The second factor can be analyzed to include: 1) Although internal area of each object is encoded by a block-based technique [3] , [4] , the disparity is estimated in terms of objects rather than blocks; 2) due to the object based coding strategy, no bits are used for the end of block as that in both JPEG and the DCTDP coding scheme. This is because, for any block based algorithm, variable length of DCT error blocks require a special code-word (usually 4 bits) to indicate the end of each block, even if the predictive errors are all zeros; 3) unlike the existing object-based techniques, the proposed hybrid scheme does not consume any extra bits to encode the shape of those free-form objects, and thus the proposed hybrid scheme does not incur any additional cost in comparison with those block-based techniques.
From Table I , it can also be noted that the improvement in compression ratios varies between 2% to 20%. This is due to the nature of the proposed hybrid scheme where data compression is dependent on the content of each image, which is specified by the number of objects extracted, success of matching between these objects, and the size of each individual object etc. In other words, images with more objects and more complicated structure of contours/edges will produce less improvement. This conforms to the general principle that data compression is always dependent upon the content of the image to be compressed or the extent of redundancy to be removed, which is referred to as compressibility. To this end, we adopted a more comprehensive approach in the evaluation of the proposed algorithm by testing its rate distortion performance, in which a series of compression ratios versus quality measurement are explored. By changing the baseline JPEG quality factor, i.e., changing the compression ratio and quality for reference image compression, a rate distortion performance for the compression of right images can be obtained. From this set of experiments, the above analysis is further verified. Fig. 8 illustrates such a rate-distortion performance graph for image Lamp, where bit-rate and PSNR values are used to present the rate distortion performance instead of the E.C.Rs since the bit-rate in bits per pixel is more widely accepted across all information processing communities. Other images present similar results. From this graph, it can be observed that, while the proposed algorithm outperforms the benchmark, the proposed algorithm is more sensitive to the quality of reference image and the disparity match in comparison with the benchmark. This is expected for all object-based compression algorithms on the ground that disparity match is extracted in terms of objects rather than blocks. When the reference image quality is poor, matches between objects will produce larger errors for both boundary areas and internal areas. This results in either poor compression for internal areas or producing more objects. From our observation, the proposed algorithm manages the trend quite well by the adaptive mechanism that object extraction is dependent on the outcome of match (one more level of object extraction). Another factor contributing to the sensitivity is the object shape coding in the proposed algorithm. Due to the fact that we do not consume any bits for the correct reconstruction of the arbitrary shape of objects, it is absolutely essential that good matches between the objects in the two images should be maintained. Otherwise, shape coding may become necessary since large prediction errors or complete mismatch produces poor compression. spection, however, does not produce any noticeable difference between the two algorithms for all the tested images. Considering the significance of improvement in E.C.Rs, the price paid in terms of the slight PSNR differences is justifiable. To provide a further visual comparison, Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate two examples of the right frame, in which part (a) is the original, part (b) is reconstructed by the benchmark algorithm and part (c) by the proposed algorithm. As shown in the two figures, visual comparisons between these two samples do not reveal any noticeable difference. This is not because that the PSNR values we obtained in Table I are only slightly smaller than those of benchmark. This is mainly due to the fact that the design of the proposed algorithm guarantees that no significant PSNR difference between the proposed and the benchmark could possibly be introduced. This is because, in comparison with the benchmark algorithm, the information loss or distortion is only introduced in the internal area of those contoured objects, which must satisfy the condition that the area is smooth, consistent and the average difference is below the pre-set threshold. Therefore, the nature of the proposed algorithm also guarantees that visual inspection of the reconstructed images will always be good. Since the PSNR is a quantitative measurement of the difference in pixels between the reconstructed and the original, it is difficult to define the relationship between the value of PSNR and the interpretation of visual inspection. While PSNR computation does not distinguish the position of pixels, human visual perception is indeed sensitive not only to the difference of pixels but also to the neighborhood textures surrounding each individual pixel. Essentially, the proposed algorithm preserves the quality of reconstruction in areas around the object boundaries. This would compensate for small loss of information in those consistent areas inside each object, as compared to the DCTDP coding scheme [1] . In addition, it has been proved experimentally, from existing research, that quality preservation near object boundaries is a crucial necessity for the visual comfort of the viewers [1] , [7] , [8] . As a matter of fact, the division of a boundary block into two types of blocks and the left object padding technique proposed in the paper results in a more accurate boundary block being reconstructed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid scheme, which incorporates both object-based approach and block-based approach, to achieve improved data compression for stereo image pairs. The basic idea behind the development of this algorithm is the efficient exploitation of redundancy in smoothly textured areas that are present in both frames, but are relatively displaced from each other due to the binocular parallax. The identification and separation of such areas into matching object pairs improve the flexibility and efficiency when each coding strategy is decided individually. In addition, a special shape coding technique has also been proposed for the boundary blocks in order to keep the coding efficiency to a maximum, while the shape of those right frame objects are correctly reconstructed by using the shape of their matching objects inside the left frame. Experimental results show that significant compression improvement has been achieved in comparison with the existing and representative block based coding techniques. Yet the reconstructed image quality remains competitive in terms of both PSNR measurements and visual inspections.
The computational cost and complexity of the proposed method is higher than that of the benchmark algorithm, DCTDP, due to the fact that objects need to be extracted from the two frames before actual coding even begins. After the free-form objects are extracted, matched and blocked, the rest of the coding operation is at a similar level as that of the benchmark algorithm in terms of the complexity. Therefore, the main complexity lies in the object extraction and matching. Specifically, the additional computing cost can be identified as follows.
1) LoG filter is applied to left frame to extract objects starting with until an appropriate is found. The maximum iteration is 4 according to the candidate set selected, plus one more extraction for right objects. Specific calculations required for each iteration are specified by (1) and (2). 2) Computation of three attributes given in (3) and (4) to match the closed contours. Since the correlation-based matching is only an optional technique, which is not used in our experiments, (5) is not included in the estimation of computing cost. In addition, (6) is used to match those open contours. 3) Object blocking requires (7)-(10) to classify the area into blocks and (11) and (12) to pad those left blocks for block-based matching. From this point onwards, the rest of operations is the same as that of benchmark apart from the fact that each error block is examined whether to be ignored or not. Once the block is ignored, its operation involving DCT and quantization in JPEG will not be required, which produces some cost savings compared with the benchmark. Therefore, the main issue involving the additional computing cost and complexity is the object extraction and matching. Considering the fact that it is inevitable for any encoding involving objects with arbitrary shapes, it can be concluded that the level of complexity and computing cost is comparable to that of other object-based algorithms developed in video compression community such as MPEG-4 [10] , [13] , [30] .
Potential for further research exists in the process of object matching and extracting in connection with disparity identification. In the present algorithm, we proposed a two-level object extraction scheme determined by the error texture (or matching texture between the two internal areas of objects). In other words, each time the matching texture is not smooth enough, only one more level of object extraction is allowed inside the internal area. On the other hand, disparity is identified via the detection of the matching texture, in which we assume that the internal area would have consistent disparity if the matching texture were smooth. This pre-defined adaptive mechanism may not be optimal in the sense that smaller objects inside a larger object may not have consistent disparity. On the other hand, as the number of levels increases, compression efficiency would be affected negatively. How to make the best possible balance on an adaptive basis remains to be an important issue for further investigation, which may lead to a complete different design for object extraction, such as segmentation-based rather than the existing contour-based approaches.
